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Introduction
In the last years, the importance of locating people and objects and commu-
nicating with them in real time has become a common occurrence in every
day life.
Nowadays, the state of the art of location systems for indoor environments
has not a dominant technology as instead occurs in location systems for
outdoor environments, where GPS is the dominant technology.
In fact, each location technology for indoor environments presents a set
of features that do not allow their use in the overall application scenarios,
but due its characteristics, it can well coexist with other similar technologies,
without being dominant and more adopted than the others indoor location
systems.
In this context, the European project SELECT studies the opportunity
of collecting all these dierent features in an innovative system which can be
used in a large number of application scenarios.
The goal of this project is to realize a wireless system, where a network
of xed readers able to query one or more tags attached to objects to be
located.
The SELECT consortium is composed of European institutions and com-
panies, including Datalogic S.p.A. and CNIT, which deal with software and
rmware development of the baseband receiving section of the readers, whose
function is to acquire and process the information received from generic
tagged objects.
Since the SELECT project has an highly innovative content, one of the
key stages of the system design is represented by the debug phase.
This work aims to study and develop tools and techniques that allow to
perform the debug phase of the rmware of the baseband receiving section
of the readers.
For this purpose, this work is organized as follows:
1. In chapter 1, the project SELECT is described, with its main goals.
2. In chapter 2, the system that SELECT project aims to realize is pre-
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sented, with its structure and its features.
3. In chapter 3, a Matlab simulator implemented for the rmware debug
of the baseband receiving section of a SELECT reader is described.
4. In chapter 4, a Matlab simulator to generate ideal input les for FPGA
debug is presented.
5. In chapter 5, preliminary feasibility studies are shown and some tech-
niques enabling the debug phase in real time are proposed.
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Chapter 1
SELECT European Project and
Technologies
SELECT (Smart and Ecient Location, Identication and Cooperation Tech-
niques)1 [1] is an European project composed of a consortium of European
institutions and companies coordinated by Datalogic S.p.A.. In particular,
the SELECT partners are [2]:
 Datalogic S.p.A (Italy).
 Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten Forschung e.V.
(Germany).
 Commisariat à l'Energie Atomique o CEA-LETI (France).
 Consorzio Nazionale Interuniversitario per le Telecomunicazioni o CNIT
- Università di Bologna (Italy).
 Centro de Estudios e Investigaciones Tecnicas de Gipuzkoa o CEIT
(Spain).
 Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Techniques Avancées o ENSTA-ParisTech
(France).
 Novelda AS (Norway).
 ORIA, Poslone Re²itve, D.O.O. (Slovenia).
1The research leading to these results has received funding from the [European Union]
[European Atomic Energy Community] Seventh Framework Programme ([FP7/2007-2013]
[FP7/2007-2011]) under grant agreement n.[257544].
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Figure 1.1: SELECT project logo
Figure 1.2: Seventh Framework Programme logo
Figure 1.3: Datalogic S.p.A. logo
Figure 1.4: CNIT logo
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1.1 SELECT Project Objectives
The SELECT project goal is to realize a wireless integrated solution for
detection, identication, localization and tracking of objects in real time.
For this purpose, the design of a low-cost system composed by multiple
tags and capable to perform secure wireless communications and multiple
access with a network of xed radio devices, cooperative and self-conguring
is required [13].
Particular attention is given to the design of the SELECT tags, which
have to meet several constraints, such as low cost, low power and small size.
These requirements involve design choices oriented towards the realization of
passive or semi-passive tags with low complexity architecture.
The SELECT system capability to monitor a generic object in real time,
allows to have a continuous visibility in time of the working environment and
therefore it lets to fully automate the treatment of desired objects, without
requiring any human intervention.
In addition, the low cost, low power and small size requirements tags
design, let to equip a large number of objects of dierent cost and size, in
order to provide the possibility to choose the level of granularity of the objects
to be monitored.
Although this system may have multiple applications in dierent eco-
nomic sectors, the SELECT project focuses its attention on two main appli-
cation scenarios [2]:
 Intelligent transport logistics solutions: The SELECT system has to
guarantee full automation and optimization of the movements of semi-
nished and/or nished goods. In particular, the system should be
capable to detect, identify and track a generic product and to know its
production state, acquiring the information stored in its tag.
 Solutions for supply chain management or SCM of intelligent produc-
tion: The SELECT system has to allow the full automation of pro-
duction lines. With the support of automatic guided vehicles, it would
be possible to automatically 'call' and move a generic semi-nished
product from the warehouse to a certain point of the production line.
1.2 SELECT System Technologies
The SELECT project merge multiple technologies in order to improve the
benets and mitigate the limits of a single solution.
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In particular, given the characteristics required of the SELECT system,
there are several technologies that can be used [2] [20]:
 Radio Frequency IDentication (RFID): The need of SELECT system
to create a wireless network to monitor objects equipped with tags
makes the RFID technology the most appealing solution to be applied
in SELECT.
 Ultra Wide Band (UWB): The need of SELECT system to work in
harsh environments and to obtain high accuracy in objects position
estimation makes the UWB technology the best choice for the SELECT
system.
 Real Time Location System (RTLS): The need of SELECT system to
track objects in real time involves that it has to be a RTLS.
1.2.1 Radio Frequency IDentication
Radio Frequency IDentication (RFID) is the technology of acquisition and
automatic identication operating at radio frequency.
The generic structure of a RFID system is shown in gure 1.5, which is
composed by [3]:
 RFID tag: Device which contains information data and it usually lets
to identify objects, people and animals.
 RFID reader: Device which interrogates tags in order to obtain data
stored on them.
 RFID radio interface: Radio frequency transmission channel that allows
tag/reader communication.
 RFID system infrastructure management: Infrastructure which pro-
cesses information circulating in the RFID system.
Furthermore, the RFID structure is characterized by the links:
 reader-central unit link: This type of link is part of the RFID system
infrastructure management and serves to allow proper conguration
of the infrastructure itself and the circulation of information collected
and/or processed. This type of link could be both wired and wireless.
 reader-reader link: This type of link has the same functions as the
previous one and could be both wired and wireless.
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 reader-tag link: This link serves to enable the RFID system infras-
tructure management to acquire the information stored on the RFID
tags or change the information in them. This link is wireless at radio
frequency.
Figure 1.5: General structure of a RFID system
The operation modes of a generic RFID system are:
 RFID system conguration: The RFID central unit and the RFID
readers exchange information to guarantee the proper functioning of
the overall system.
 RFID tags interrogation: The RFID readers interrogate the RFID tags
which respond by sending back the information stored on them. Once
received from the RFID readers, this information becomes part of the
RFID system infrastructure management, where it can be processed
and/or stored.
1.2.1.1 RFID Tag
RFID tag is a device of a RFID system, operating at radio frequency and
capable of storing its ID and communicate it to the external environment.
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A generic RFID tag is composed by [3]:
 Coupling element: Responsible of the reception and transmission of the
radio frequency signal.
 Receiver/demodulator: Responsible of the reception and demodulation
of the radio frequency signal.
 Transmitter/modulator: Responsible of the transmission and modula-
tion of the radio frequency signal.
 Microcontroller and memory: Responsible of the device control and of
information storage.
 Power supply section: Responsible of the device powering and it is
composed by a power supply and/or a battery.
The RFID tags can be classied as:
 Active RFID tags: RFID tags equipped with a battery that powers all
its parts. Their operating state is always active, and they can therefore
transmit a signal at any time.
Figure 1.6: General structure of an active RFID tag
 Semi-active RFID tags: RFID tags equipped with a battery that pow-
ers all its parts. Their operating state is normally sleeping and can
only be activated as a result of an interrogation by a RFID reader.
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Figure 1.7: General structure of a semi-active RFID tag
 Semi-passive RFID tags: RFID tags equipped with a battery that sup-
plies only the microcontroller and any auxiliary parts, but not the trans-
mitter section. They are able to transmit a signal only as a passive
response to an interrogation signal, from which tags acquire the energy
necessary to properly supply its own transmitter.
Figure 1.8: General structure of a semi-passive RFID tag
 Passive RFID tags: RFID tags completely devoid of a battery. They
are able to transmit a signal only after the RFID reader, as happens
for semi-passive tags, and energy harvested from the received signal is
used to supply all the tags parts.
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Figure 1.9: General structure of a passive RFID tag
In table 1.1 the performance of the dierent RFID tags previously outlined
is compared.
Type of RFID Tag Active Semi-Active Semi-Passive Passive
Life Time Low Medium Medium High
Size High High Medium Low
Cost High High Low Low
Energy Consumption High Medium Medium Low
Coverage High High Low Low
Table 1.1: Performance of the types of RFID tags
Regardless of its typology, a generic RFID tag can have two dierent ways
of managing its own memory [12]:
 RFID tags with read-only memory: RFID tags that allow only reading
their own memory, where it is no possible to update the information
contained therein.
 RFID tags with read-write memory: RFID tags that allow both to read
and to update/overwrite their own memory.
1.2.1.2 RFID Reader
RFID reader is a device of a RFID system, operating at radio frequency and
capable to interrogate a RFID tag and to receive the information sent by the
latter after the interrogation.
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A generic RFID reader is composed by [3]:
 Coupling element: Responsible of the reception and transmission of the
radio frequency signal.
 Transmitter/modulator: Responsible of the transmission and modula-
tion of the radio frequency signal.
 Receiver/demodulator: Responsible of the reception and demodulation
of the radio frequency signal.
 Circulator: Responsible of decoupling the transmission/modulation
part from the reception/demodulation part.
 Control unit: Responsible of the control of the device.
Figure 1.10: General structure of a RFID reader
1.2.1.3 RFID Radio Interface
RFID radio interface represents the radio frequency transmission channel of
a generic RFID system where wireless communication between the set of
RFID tags and RFID readers takes place.
The presence of the RFID radio interface in a generic RFID system im-
poses the dependence of the communication operating principle from the
operating frequency that characterizes it.
For what the operating frequency concerns RFID systems can be classied
as [3]:
 RFID-LF systems: Working at low frequencies (LF ).
 RFID-HF systems: Working at high frequencies (HF ).
 RFID-UHF systems: Working at ultra high frequencies (UHF ).
 RFID-µW systems: Working at microwaves (µW ).
In table 1.2 the performance of dierent types of RFID systems previously
outlined is compared.
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Type of RFID System LF HF UHF µW
Transmission Rate Low Medium High High
Size of RFID Tag High High Low Low
Energy Consumption Low Low Medium Medium
Penetration Capacity of Materials Low Low High High
Table 1.2: Performance of the types of RFID systems
Depending on the operating frequency class of a generic RFID system,
the communication operating principle can be [12]:
 Near-eld communication: This type of communication is characteris-
tic of the rst generation RFID systems, i.e. RFID systems with an
operating frequency class equal to LF or HF , for which the limit of the
near-far eld is comparable to or greater than the maximum operating
distance of the system itself. This implies that this type of RFID sys-
tems always works in the near-eld region, where the communication
takes place through inductive coupling of the magnetic eld. In this
case, the coupling elements of the various devices consist of loops with
a suitable number of windings.
 Far-eld communication: This type of communication is characteris-
tic of RFID systems of second generation, i.e. RFID systems with an
operating frequency class equal to UHF or µW , for which the limit
of the near-far eld is much lower than the maximum operating dis-
tance of the system itself. This implies that this type of RFID systems
always works in the far-eld region, where the communication takes
place through electromagnetic propagation. In this case, the coupling
elements of the various devices consist of radio frequency antennas.
1.2.2 Ultra Wide Band
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) is the technology of wireless transmission that
allows to generate signals with ultra wide bandwidth. In particular, a generic
signal can be dened as UWB if its bandwidth BW is greater than 500MHz
or if its fractional bandwidth BF is more than 20%:
BW = fH − fL > 500MHz or BF =
fH − fL
fH+fL
2
> 20%
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where fH and fL represent respectively the maximum and the minimum
frequency of the signal.
For the generation of a generic UWB signal it is possible to apply two
dierent approaches of radio communication [4]:
 Impulse Radio UWB or IR-UWB.
 Multicarrier UWB or MC-UWB.
The main advantages of UWB technology are:
 Operation even in the absence of direct visibility and/or direct contact.
 Possibility of encrypted communication and multiple access.
 High transfer rate.
 Low power consumption.
 High immunity to noise and interference.
 High channel capacity.
 Excellent ability to penetrate materials.
 High temporal resolution.
Instead, the main disadvantages of UWB technology are:
 Short-range systems.
 Distortion of the signal.
 Synchronization issues.
1.2.2.1 Impulse Radio UWB
The Impulse Radio UWB (IR-UWB) approach is based on the transmission
of pulses with very short time duration in order to create a signal with a very
wide bandwidth.
Pulses generally used in the IR-UWB approach belong to the Gaussian
family and they have the peculiarity of presenting a temporal support ex-
tremely reduced.
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Figure 1.11: Example of Gaussian pulses
The IR-UWB approach allows the modulation of a generic information
symbols sequence with the association of a large number of pulses to each
symbol of that sequence.
Therefore, the Pulse Repetition Period (PRP) is dened as the time rep-
etition interval of each pulse associated to a generic symbol of the considered
information sequence and is given by:
Tp ,
Ts
Ns
where Ts represents the temporal duration of each symbol of the consid-
ered information sequence and Ns represents the number of pulses associated
to each symbol.
In order to avoid interframe interference among the transmitted pulses,
it is necessary that the temporal duration Ti of the received pulse is strictly
less than the PRP, i.e.:
Ti < Tp
Given the temporal duration Ts of each symbol of the considered informa-
tion sequence, the constraint above imposes an upper bound to the number
Ns of pulses associated to each of these symbols:
Ns <
Ts
Ti
The modulation techniques used in the IR-UWB approach are mainly
two:
 Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
 Pulse Position Modulation (PPM)
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Pulse Amplitude Modulation The Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM)
is a modulation technique used in the IR-UWB approach where the pulses
are modulated in amplitude according to the generic information sequence
{bn} of Nd symbols to be transmitted (see gure 1.12) [14].
Figure 1.12: Example of PAM for IR-UWB
When the PAM is applied to a system that provides the multiple access
and/or encryption of the transmitted signal, it can be combined with the
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum technique (DSSS) [14].
Figure 1.13: Example of PAM-DSSS for IR-UWB
In this case, for each generic information sequence {bn} of Nd symbols to
be transmitted is associated a spreading code {cn}, which has Nc chips of
duration time Tc per chip.
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In particular, each chip cn of the spreading code {cn} modulates the
amplitude of Npc pulses associated to a given symbol bn of the information
sequence {bn} (see gure 1.13).
Pulse Position Modulation The Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) is
a modulation technique used in the IR-UWB approach where the pulses
are modulated in position in the PRP according to the generic information
sequence {bn} of Nd symbols to be transmitted (see gure 1.14) [14].
Figure 1.14: Example of PPM for IR-UWB
When the PPM is applied to a system that provides the multiple access
and/or encryption of the transmitted signal, it can be combined with the
Time Hopping Spread Spectrum technique (THSS) [14].
Figure 1.15: Example of PPM-THSS for IR-UWB
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In this case, each PRP is divided into a given number of time slot with
a duration strictly greater than that of the single pulse, and for each generic
information sequence {bn} of Nd symbols to be transmitted is associated a
spreading code {cn}, which presents Nc chips of duration time Tc per chip.
In particular, each symbol cn of the spreading code {cn} modulates the
position in the PRP of Npc pulses associated with a given symbol bn of the
information sequence {bn} (see gure 1.15).
1.2.2.2 Multicarrier UWB
The MultiCarrier UWB (MC-UWB) approach is based on the transmission
of a generic signal on a large number of narrow band subchannels in order
to create a signal with a very wide bandwidth.
The MC-UWB approach allows the modulation of a generic information
sequence of symbols by means of the subdivision of such symbols on a large
number of sinusoidal carriers.
The modulation technique used in the MC-UWB approach is mainly the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing The Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation technique used in
the MC-UWB approach according where the information sequence of sym-
bols modulate various sinusoidal carriers [14].
In particular, the transmission bandwidth of the modulated signal is di-
vided equally in Nf sub-bands suciently large, whose center-band frequen-
cies form the set
{
f1, ..., fNf
}
of available sinusoidal carriers.
A generator of sinusoidal carrier generates a single sinusoidal carrier
whose frequency value, which belongs to the set of available sinusoidal car-
riers, is changed at regular intervals, scanning the bandwidth in an orderly
manner (see gure 1.16).
Figure 1.16: Example of OFDM for MC-UWB
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When the OFDM is applied to a system that provides the multiple access
and/or encryption of the transmitted signal, it can be combined with the
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum technique (FHSS) [14].
In this case, for each generic information sequence of symbols to be trans-
mitted is associated a spreading code, which is applied to the generator of
sinusoidal carriers of the system.
In particular, each symbol of the spreading code xes the frequency of
the sinusoidal carriers that are modulated by the considered information
sequence (see gure 1.17).
Figure 1.17: Example of OFDM-FHSS for MC-UWB
1.2.2.3 UWB Regulations
Given the high bandwidth occupied by UWB signals and the scarcity of free
frequencies, the allocation of bandwidth wide enough to UWB technology is
impossible for the frequency spectrum of all countries of the world.
Thus it is necessary to allocate bands suciently large for the UWB tech-
nology on frequencies already in use. This is possible if and only if the UWB
technology is compatible with the primary services already allocated in these
bands. Thanks to the high noise interference immunity of the UWB tech-
nology, the way to make possible that compatibility is to limit the permitted
power spectral density of the UWB signals. In this way, the primary services
already allocated in the interest band is not aected signicantly from the
presence of that signals.
Therefore, world countries have enacted specic regulations for the UWB
technology, establishing the frequency bands that can be exploited. These
countries set masks that specify the values of maximum transmissible power
density.
Considering, for simplicity, the existing regulations in the U.S. and in
Europe, the masks for indoor environments are shown in gure 1.18, where
the FCC mask is relating to U.S. and the EU mask is relating to Europe [5].
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Figure 1.18: UWB regulations masks for U.S. and Europe
From masks in gure 1.18 is deduced that, for the purposes of compati-
bility between regulations, the frequency bands of most interest are two [2]:
 Band ranging from 3.1GHz to 4.8GHz: In the FCC mask, this band
has the higher limit of maximum transmissible power density, i.e.
−41.3 dBm
MHz
, while in the EU mask, this band presents the limit of trans-
missible power density equal to −70 dBm
MHz
, that may become equal to
−41.3 dBm
MHz
for UWB systems that implement specic techniques of in-
terference reduction. These techniques are the low duty cycle or (LDC),
which consists in transmitting signals very rarely and with very reduced
duration, and the detect and avoid or (DAA), which consists in moni-
tor the transmission channel in order to implement an ecient transmit
power control or (TPC) to protect the primary systems already allo-
cated to that band.
 Band ranging from 6GHz to 8.5GHz: Both in the FCC mask and in
the EU mask, this band has the higher limit of maximum transmissible
power density, i.e. −41.3 dBm
MHz
.
1.2.3 Real Time Location System
Real Time Location System or RTLS is a generic local positioning system
for automatically localization in real time.
The general structure of an RTLS is composed of two blocks [6]:
 RTLS Nodes: Generic objects to be localized in real time.
 RTLS Network: System with function to determine the position of the
RTLS nodes.
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1.2.3.1 Localization in the RTLS
The localization in a RTLS is the process of the spatial position estimation of
a generic RTLS node and it is the fundamental phase of the RTLS operation.
A generic localization process involves three phases [16]:
 Acquisition: Acquisition of the necessary information to locate the con-
sidered object.
 Positioning: Coarse estimation of the position of the considered object.
 Rening: Rening of the position estimation of the considered object.
There are three main modes of localization:
 Relative localization: The position of an object is estimated by com-
parison to known positions.
 Absolute localization: The position of an object is estimated with re-
spect to the terrestrial globe.
 Symbolic localization:The position of an object is estimated on the basis
of indirect information, applying criteria of proximity or association.
In addition, there are three main types of localization:
 Range Based.
 Angle Based.
 Free Range.
Range Based Localization The range based localization is based on the
estimation of RTLS nodes distances in order to determine their positions.
Therefore, the acquisition phase of the range based localization process
corresponds to the distances estimation. The main techniques of distances
estimation are [16] [17]:
 Time of arrival (TOA): Technique based on the estimation of the signal
propagation time between a RTLS network point and the desired RTLS
node. This temporal measurement can be converted into a distance
estimation knowing the propagation speed of the transmitted signal.
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 Time dierence of arrival (TDOA): Technique based on the estimation
of the signal propagation time dierence between two points in the
RTLS network and the desired RTLS node. This temporal measure-
ment can be converted into a distance estimation knowing the propa-
gation speed of the transmitted signal.
 Received Signal Strength (RSS): Technique based on the estimation of
the signal power received from the RTLS network and transmitted from
the desired RTLS node. This power measurement can be converted
into a distance estimation knowing the path-loss of the transmission
channel.
For the localization of a particular RTLS node, the main algorithm for the
position estimation used in the range based localization is the trilateration,
which allows to estimate the position of a generic point knowing the distances
between the latter and other three dierent points (see gure 1.19).
Figure 1.19: Example of trilateration
Angle Based Localization The angle based localization is based on the
estimation of angles of RTLS nodes in order to determine their position.
Therefore, the acquisition phase of the angle based localization process
correspond to the angles estimation. The main technique of angles estimation
is the angle of arrival (AOA). This technique is based on the estimation of
the direction of arrival of a signal transmitted from the desired RTLS node
[16].
For the localization of a particular RTLS node, the main algorithm for the
position estimation used in the angle based localization is the triangulation,
which allows to estimate the position of a generic point knowing the angles
between the latter and three other dierent points (see gure 1.20).
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Figure 1.20: Example of triangulation
Range Free Localization The range free localization is based on the
acquisition of information about RTLS nodes not directly related to distances
or angles.
The main techniques of acquisition of the positioning information are [16]:
 Cell identication or Cell-ID: Technique based on the determination of
the RTLS network cell in which the desired RTLS node is located.
 Proximity: Technique based on the determination of the presence of
the desired RTLS node in the proximity of known points of the RTLS
network.
 Line of sight or LOS: Technique based on the determination of the visi-
bility of the desired RTLS node by certain points in the RTLS network.
For the localization of a particular RTLS node, the algorithms for the posi-
tion estimation used in the range free localization are multiple and strictly
dependent on the acquisition technique used.
1.2.3.2 Technologies for RTLS
The types of technologies used in RTLS are mainly three [6]:
 Radio Frequency Technologies.
 Optical Technologies.
 Acoustic Technologies.
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Radio Frequency Technologies for RTLS: The main radio frequency
technologies used in RTLS are:
 Bluetooth.
 Cellular Networks.
 Global Positioning System (GPS).
 Radio Frequency IDentication (RFID).
 Ultra Wide Band or UWB.
 Wi-Fi.
 ZigBee.
Optical Technologies for RTLS: The main optical technologies used in
RTLS are:
 Infrared.
 Optical Locating.
Acoustic Technologies for RTLS: The main acoustic technologies used
in RTLS are:
 Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW).
 UltraSound IDentication (USID).
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Chapter 2
SELECT System
2.1 SELECT System Operation
The SELECT system has a low-cost system architecture consisting of a net-
work of xed readers able to query, via a secure wireless communications and
with multiple access, one or more tags attached to objects (see gure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Example of SELECT application scenario
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In order to meet the low cost, low power and small size requirements, the
SELECT system involves:
 Semi-passive tags that exploits backscatter modulation to transmit
data, i.e. directly modulating the received signal by varying the an-
tenna load properties.
 Wireless IR-UWB transmission technology with PAM modulation.
In addiction, to meet the secure communication and multiple access require-
ments, the SELECT system adopts:
 Technique of DSSS or Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum.
Since the SELECT system has to operate in real time, it has to work in
continuous mode, repeating seamlessly a given interrogation cycle to which
the various tags respond [7] [8].
The interrogation signal consists of a packet {rn} of Nr data symbols
composed of all logical 1, as readers do not transmit any information to the
tags.
The UWB interrogation signal transmitted by the reader is modulated
according to the specic reader code {dn} of Nc chips, where each chip is
repeated forNpc time to improve the SNR and thus the reader-tag link budget
(see gure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Example of structure of an interrogation signal
Then the UWB interrogation signal is received by each tag, which modu-
lates it according to the composite sequence given by the tag code {cn} and
the information symbol {bn} to be transmitted [18] [19] (see gure 2.4).
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The symbols packet {bn} is composed by two parts (see gure 2.3):
 Preamble: Sequence of preliminary known data symbols whose purpose
is to allow synchronization and tag distance estimation. Therefore, this
sequence consist of all logical 1, i.e. bn∈ {+1} .
 Payload: Data symbols sequence which contains the information data
stored on the tag. It is thus composed of a specic sequence of {−1,+1},
i.e. bn∈ {−1,+1}.
Figure 2.3: Structure of a data packet
The UWB signal backscattered by each tag is composed of two compo-
nents [19]:
1. Antenna mode scattering: This component stems from the capability
of an antenna to radiate when excited at its parts, and thus depends
on how the antenna is loaded. By proper variations of the load, it is
possible to modulate this signal component.
2. Structural mode scattering: It is the backscattered component that
only depends on the antenna given shape and material, and does not
depend on how the antenna is loaded.
Figure 2.4: Example of structure of the response signal to an interrogation
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Table 2.1 shows the parameters values relating to the reader-tag commu-
nication of the SELECT system [9].
Symbol Description Value
Nd Number of tag data symbols per packet 256
Nr Number of reader data symbols per packet 256
Nc Number of chips per spreading code 1024
Npc Number of pulses per chip 8
Ts Symbol period 1.048ms
Tc Chip period 1.024µs
Tp PRP 128ns
Table 2.1: Reader-tag communication parameters adopted in SELECT
Since the UWB technology requires low transmission power, in order to
transmit a generic information packet it is necessary to apply techniques that
allow to increase the SNR of the received UWB signal [7] [8].
The technique used in SELECT consists in the transmission of several
pulses per chip.
In this manner, for each chip, more than one pulses is accumulated at the
receiving section, with a consequent increase of the SNR. On the other side,
the number of pulses per chip should be not too large, in order to prevent
the system from suering for the presence of clock drift (see gure 2.5).
Figure 2.6 shows the functional scheme of a general communication be-
tween a reader and tags in the SELECT system. The resulting signal from
the accumulator of the reader it is used from the reader itself for:
 Tag Detection.
 Demodulation of received data symbols.
 Ranging distance estimation between readers and tags by TOA estima-
tion.
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Figure 2.5: Example of the SNR increase technique of the received UWB
signal
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Figure 2.6: Functional scheme of the reader-tag communication
2.2 SELECT System Issues
The main issues that arise in SELECT are [7] [8]:
 Tags Activation.
 Devices Synchronization.
 Tags Interference and Clutter Contribution.
2.2.1 Tags Activation
Since tags employed in SELECT are semi-passive devices, they require to be
activated in order to start communicating. In particular, before the activa-
tion phase, tags are in sleeping mode to preserve the battery consumption.
Figure 2.7: Structure of an interrogation cycle
Since UWB technology does not allow to transmit suciently high powers
for the activation phase, the SELECT system implements a tags wake-up
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procedure in UHF. In particular, at the beginning of each interrogation cycle,
the reader transmits a wake-up signal in continuous wave in order to provide
sucient energy to activate the tags (see gure 2.7) [9].
Table 2.2 reports the parameters constraints relative to an interrogation
cycle of the SELECT system.
Symbol Description Constraints
Twake−up Time of wake-up Twake−up < 10µs
Tsynch Time of synchronization Tsynch  Twake−up
Tint Time of interrogation Tint = Ts ·Nr
Tcycle Time of interrogation cycle Tcycle > Twake−up + Tsynch + Tint
Table 2.2: Interrogation cycle parameters adopted in SELECT
2.2.2 Devices Synchronization
Since the devices in SELECT do not share the same reference time, they can
not be synchronized with the risk of having a not proper communication.
Thus, in the SELECT system the following two main synchronization
process have to be assured:
 Reader-Reader Synchronization
 Reader-Tag Synchronization.
2.2.2.1 Reader-Reader Synchronization
For this type of synchronization, the SELECT system adopts an Ethernet
link. Through this wired communication it is possible to implement a commu-
nication protocol that performs a tight synchronization between readers. A
ner synchronization could be achieved performing correlation among reader
codes (this study is still ongoing in SELECT).
2.2.2.2 Reader-Tag Synchronization
For this type of synchronization, the SELECT system adopts the wake-up
signal as synchronization signal. This signal marks the beginning of the
interrogation cycle and therefore the beginning of the communication (see
gure 2.7).
However, despite this precaution, the reader-tag synchronization is not
guaranteed with sucient accuracy due to the reader-tag distance, which in-
volves a certain signals propagation time, and due to the clock drift between
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the local oscillators of the devices [22]. Therefore, the wake-up signal is re-
ceived with a certain delay from the various tags, leading out synchronization
readers and tags.
In order to rene the reader-tag synchronization, and thus obviate the
above issue, the SELECT system uses spreading codes with auto-correlation
functions that present a single correlation peak in a range suciently wide in
the neighborhood of the synchronism instant, allowing to obtain, in output
from the despreader, a strong signal only in correspondence with perfect
synchronism of the despreading code with the received UWB signal.
Since the wake-up signal shares the same time base of the spreading
code of the reader, this code is in perfect synchronism with the received
UWB signal, and therefore, in the despreading phase, it may be applied
directly, without synchronism problems. The spreading code of the tag,
instead, suers the eects described above, so it has a dierent time base
than the wake-up signal and thus presents problems of synchronization.
In addiction, when strong tag clock drift is present due to the adoption
of low cost tag local oscillators, the initial oset can signicantly increase
after the transmission of several symbols and thus another ner procedure is
required.
To accomplish this requirement, the despreading is performed considering
the composite sequences given by the reader code (not shifted) and local
shifted replicas of the tag code.
In this way, testing in parallel dierent tag code shifts, it is possible to
evaluate and correct the entity of the tag clock drift by taking the maximum
of the despreading correlations.
In addiction, in order to have a more easy and eective synchronization,
the SELECT system allows to associate multiple pulses to each chip of the
spreading code. This involves an enlargement of the correlation peak of the
auto-correlation function of each spreading code used, in order to easier locate
that correlation peak during the despreading phase [7] [8].
2.2.3 Tags Interference and Clutter Contribution
The UWB signal backscattered to the reader is composed of two components
(see gure 2.8):
 Useful component: It is the received UWB signal component due to
the useful tag backscatter modulation, i.e. the amount of the antenna
mode scattering component of the intended tag.
 Interference component: It is the received UWB signal component due
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to the amount of the antenna mode scattering components of the other
tags.
 Clutter component: It is the received UWB signal component due to
the reections of the environment, which comprises the reections of
the obstacles and the reections of the tag antennas, i.e. the amount
of the structural mode scattering components [25].
Figure 2.8: Example of transmission with backscatter modulation
2.2.3.1 Tags Interference
As several tags may access the transmission channel simultaneously, the in-
terference created could be detrimental for the communication.
In order to minimize the interference, SELECT adopts a code division
multiple access (CDMA) solution, that consists to assign orthogonal and
quasi-orthogonal spreading codes, which have good correlation properties in
both synchronous and asynchronous scenario.
In this way it is possible to reduce the multiple access interference (MAI),
i.e. the interference between tags during simultaneous access the transmission
channel [24].
The number of tags that can access the transmission channel simultane-
ously corresponds to the amount of available spreading codes.
For this reason, in SELECT it is worthwhile to adopt long sequences,
which implies a huge number of available codes [7].
The chosen spreading sequences in SELECT are the Orthogonal Gold
Codes [8].
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2.2.3.2 Clutter Contribution
Figure 2.9: Example of clutter removal
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In general, the clutter component is always dominant with respect to the
antenna mode scattering component and thus it is necessary to strongly
compensate its contribution, i.e. it is necessary to implement clutter removal
techniques.
In the SELECT system, the clutter is removed using balanced tags spread-
ing codes [19].
This technique relies on the fact that the antenna scattering mode com-
ponent is modulated by tags and reader spreading codes, while the clutter
component is modulated only by the reader spreading code.
Thus, applying balanced tags spreading codes and assuming the stationar-
ity of the transmission channel on each data symbol during the accumulation
phase, the clutter component is perfectly compensated (see gure 2.9) [7] [8].
2.3 SELECT System Architecture
The general structure of the SELECT system is composed by four parts (see
gure 2.10) [9]:
 SELECT Central Unit.
 SELECT Reader.
 SELECT Relay.
 SELECT Tag.
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Figure 2.10: General structure of the SELECT system
2.3.1 SELECT Central Unit
The SELECT central unit is the control part of the SELECT system and
can only communicate with the SELECT readers. It implements two main
functions:
 Control and management of the SELECT system.
 Processing of data sent by the SELECT readers for localization and
tracking of the SELECT tags.
This part of the SELECT system is composed of two main sections:
 Processing unit: Processing section of the SELECT central unit.
 Application software: Application programs that implements the SE-
LECT central unit functionality.
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2.3.2 SELECT Reader
The SELECT reader is the SELECT device whose main functions are:
 Interrogation of SELECT tags.
 Communication with the SELECT central unit.
 Communication with the SELECT relay.
The functional structure of a SELECT reader is shown in gure 2.11 and it
is composed of two main sections:
 Transmitting section.
 Receiving section.
Figure 2.11: Functional structure of a SELECT reader
2.3.2.1 Transmitting Section of a SELECT Reader
The transmitting section of a SELECT reader has the function of generating
and transmitting signals during an interrogation cycle depicted in gure 2.7.
The functional structure of that section it is composed by two blocks (see
gure 2.11):
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 UWB block: Part relating to the generation of the interrogation sig-
nal. It generates the data symbols packet to be transmitted, after
the spreading operation and the PAM modulation, through a UWB
antenna.
 UHF block: Part relating to the generation of the wake-up signal. It
generates the synchronization signal, which is transmitted by a UHF
antenna.
2.3.2.2 Receiving Section of a SELECT Reader
The receiving section of a SELECT reader has the function of receiving and
processing the UWB backscattered signal.
The functional structure of that section is composed of (see gure 2.11):
 Pulse Matching Filter: Filtering block of the received UWB signal.
 Sampler: Sampling block of the output signal from the pulse matching
lter controlled by a timer.
 Despreader: Despreading block of the signal coming out of the sampler,
where the EX-OR operation with the related SELECT reader code and
the useful SELECT tag code is applied.
 Accumulator: Accumulation block for each data symbol of the signal
outgoing from the despreader.
 Detector: Detection block of the desired SELECT tag, where the signal
outgoing from the accumulator is compared with a threshold.
 Timer: Timing block that provides the synchronization of the desired
SELECT tag spreading code.
 Tag Code Generator: Generation block of the desired SELECT tag
spreading code.
 Demodulator: Demodulation block of the signal outgoing from the de-
tector, where it is possible to extract the information symbols trans-
mitted by the desired SELECT tag.
 TOA Estimator: TOA estimation block of the received UWB signal.
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The operation of the receiving section of a SELECT reader can be divided
into two phases:
1. Synchronization phase of the useful SELECT tag spreading code: Op-
erating phase where the timer is used to properly shift the local replicas
of the intended useful tag code.
2. TOA estimation phase and data symbols demodulation: Operating
phase where the despreading of the received UWB signal is performed
by applying the desired SELECT tag spreading code generated on the
time base determined by the previous phase. Therefore, at this stage it
is possible to perform the TOA estimation and data symbols demodu-
lation.
The implementative structure of the receiving section of a SELECT reader
is shown in gure 2.12, where there are two dierences from the functional
structure of gure 2.11:
 Integrate and Dump: This block replaces the pulse matched lter, as
the latter turns out to be complex to be implemented, especially in
case of UWB signals, where the estimation of the transmission channel
is extremely complex.
 Code Generator: This block brings together the generation of spreading
codes relating to the SELECT reader itself and the desired SELECT
tag, generating a unique despreading code in order to perform a single
despreading operation.
Figure 2.12: Implementative structure of the receiving section of a SELECT
reader
2.3.3 SELECT Relay
The SELECT relay is the SELECT device whose function is to extend the
geographical system coverage.
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They cannot communicate with the SELECT central unit and they have
reduced functionality compared to SELECT readers, as they are required to
be less complex and expensive [23].
2.3.4 SELECT Tag
The SELECT tag is the SELECT device whose function is to communicate
its stored information to the SELECT reader.
The functional structure of a SELECT tag is composed by two main parts
[21] (see gure 2.13):
 UHF section.
 UWB section.
Figure 2.13: Functional structure of a SELECT tag
2.3.4.1 UHF Section of a SELECT Tag
The UHF section of a SELECT tag has two main functions (see gure 2.13):
 Detect the wake-up signal in order to activate the UWB section and
provide it the synchronism signal.
 Implement the functionality of a passive UHF RFID tag according to
the Gen2 standard.
This section is completely passive, because it is powered by the energy ex-
tracted from the received UHF signal.
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2.3.4.2 UWB Section of a SELECT Tag
The UWB section of a SELECT tag has the function of modulating in
backscatter the received interrogation signal by proper variations of the an-
tenna load, in order to send data to the SELECT reader (see gure 2.13).
Antenna load variations actually depend on the SELECT tag code and
to the information symbol to be transmitted. The modulator consists of
a simple switch that, commutates at each chip time in order to connect
the antenna respectively to a short circuit or open circuit, thus varying its
radiation properties [18] [19].
This section is semi-passive, since part of the reception/transmission sec-
tion is supplied by the received UWB signal, while the control part is supplied
by a battery.
However, in order to minimize the energy consumption and thus maximize
the life time of the entire device [13], the SELECT tag is normally in sleeping
mode and is triggered by the UHF section only in correspondence of an
interrogation signal.
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Chapter 3
Baseband SELECT Reader
Receiver Simulator
3.1 SELECT Reader Receiver Implementation
to be Simulation
The implementation of a SELECT reader receiver is shown in gure 3.1,
which is composed by two modules [9]:
 Receiving UWB Module: Receiving module of the SELECT tags re-
sponse signals. This module is composed by the UWB front end LORELEI,
an analog chip designed by CEA-LETI.
 Processing Module: Processing module of the data ow outgoing from
the UWB receiving module. This module is composed by an FPGA,
which is responsible for processing of this data ow, and by a micro-
processor, which takes care of the communication with the SELECT
central unit.
Figure 3.1: Implementation of the receiver of a SELECT reader
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The implementative architecture of the structure of the SELECT reader
receiver in gure 2.12 is shown in gure 3.2, which is composed of four parts:
 UWB Front End: Block performs the analog processing of frequency
converting of the received UWB signal.
 Analog Core: Block structured in Naf branches, called analog ngers,
each of which is composed by an integrate and dump and a sampler
(see gure 2.12). Each analog nger can hook the position in the PRP
of pulses relating to a single SELECT tag, and therefore, this block
allows to demodulate in parallel up to Naf payloads of the SELECT
tags response signals.
 A/D Converter: Block making the analog to digital conversion of the
signal coming out from the analog core.
 Digital Core: Block structured in Ndd branches, called digital despread-
ers, each of which is composed of a despreader, an accumulator and a
code generator (see gure 2.12). Each digital despreader can detect a
single SELECT tag, and therefore, this block allows to detect in parallel
up to Ndd SELECT tags.
Figure 3.2: Implementative architecture of the receiving section of a SELECT
reader
The architecture of gure 3.2 is an hybrid architecture, since the UWB
front end and the analog core are implemented in analog while the digital
core is implemented digitally.
3.1.1 UWB Front End LORELEI Architecture
The UWB front end LORELEI is an analog chip designed by CEA-LETI
that implements the UWB receiving module of a SELECT reader and in
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particular the block of UWB front end and analog core of the architecture
of gure 3.2.
This chip has 4 analog ngers, whose positions on individual PRP must
be managed by an external logic. In particular, the hardware constraints of
the architecture of the chip itself require that the position of the 4 analog
ngers on the single PRP should remain available for 64ns, i.e. the external
control logic may update their position every 64ns.
The structure of a single nger of the UWB front end LORELEI is shown
in gure 3.3. The incoming UWB signal in that structure, after being re-
ported in baseband through an operation of down conversion and a low-pass
ltering, is translated in frequency in correspondence of an intermediate fre-
quency to 500MHz. This latter operation projects the baseband UWB signal
on 4 sinusoidal components, forming 4 channels, denominated II, IQ, QI,
and QQ. Subsequently, this operation allow to perform a renement of the
TOA estimation. The 4 signals outgoing from the mixers of frequency trans-
lation are then integrated on integration windows of 2ns, whose temporal
position depends on where the external control logic have placed the consid-
ered analog nger. Finally, the signal from each integrator is converted to
digital by a 5 bits ADC.
The scanning of an entire PRP takes place by means of 128 integration
windows of 2ns superposed on each other of 50%. Since each available analog
nger must be kept xed for 64ns, for each PRP, which has time duration of
128ns, it is possible to obtain up to 8 integrations per channel, corresponding
to the same number of samples in the output from each ADC.
In particular, the architecture of the LORELEI chip makes available, to
the input of each ADC, a sample every 16ns, implying a sampling frequency
equal to 62.5MHz and not allowing the full scan of each PRP of the UWB
received signal [9].
Figure 3.3: Structure of a nger of the UWB front end LORELEI
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Depending on the portion of the response signal of gure 2.4, the changes
mode of ngers positioning, in particular:
 Preamble: During the reception of that portion of the response signal,
the SELECT reader has no information on the pulses position and
therefore must be able to scan the entire signal in order to identify the
position of the latter. Since the LORELEI chip can not completely
scan a PRP, it is necessary to apply a method that allows to estimate
that full scan. Whereas, during that portion of the received signal, the
data symbols are all 1 and assuming the stationarity of the transmission
channel, the SELECT reader apply a scheduling policy in order to make
possible to obtain the full scan of a data symbol by collecting the scans
of 16 data symbols.
 Payload: During the reception of that portion of the response signal,
the SELECT reader knows, thanks to the previous phase, the position
in the PRP of the pulses relative to the SELECT tags that have re-
sponded to the interrogation. Therefore, it may x each nger on the
integration windows relative to that pulses positions and thus make it
possible to perform the demodulation of that portion of the received
signal.
3.2 Baseband SELECT Reader Receiver Simu-
lator Implementation
One of the fundamental phases of the design of a generic system is the debug
phase, i.e. the phase in which is performed the search of any errors in the
system itself in order to correct them.
Given the highly innovative content of the SELECT system, the debug
phase becomes more than essential to the success of the project.
One of the debugging methods which allow to obtain the best compromise
between economy, cost and eectiveness is certainly the computer simulation.
In particular, the debug phase via simulator consists, given the same in-
put, in the comparison of the simulator outputs with the debugged system
outputs. If these outputs are the same, then there is a reasonable certainty
that both implementations are correct, and if the outputs are discordant, er-
rors in at least one of the two implementations have to be identied. The use
of a simulator for the debug phase is very eective only if its implementation
is signicantly dierent from that of the debugged system, because, in this
way, it is possible to avoid any correlation between the architectures that
could manifest the same errors that would not be detectable.
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Considering the implementation of the SELECT reader receiver of gure
3.1, the section that requires more debug is the processing part of the base-
band UWB signal coming out from the UWB front end LORELEI, which
is implemented by the FPGA rmware of the processing module of the SE-
LECT reader receiver implementation.
Therefore, for the debugging purposes of this rmware, I have imple-
mented a simulator in Matlab code of this processing part.
In particular, the portion of the rmware that is currently available for
debugging is the part relating to the reception and processing of the pream-
ble of the received UWB signal. Therefore, the realized Matlab simulator
simulates only that portion of the FPGA rmware.
In order to an easier and faster use of the data ow outgoing from the
UWB front end LORELEI, CEA-LETI has created the text les in which is
stored that data ow.
In this way, it is not necessary to have an hardware acquisition interface,
making possible to perform the debug phase entirely via software both for
the FPGA rmware and for the Matlab simulator.
Therefore, the outgoing signal from the UWB front end LORELEI is
placed as input in the form of text le for both implementations.
Each of this text les contains a data ow related to a specic acquisition
mode and they are structured in rows of 32 bits, each of which is composed
of 4 samples coming out from the 4 ADCs of UWB front end LORELEI, i.e.
the 4 samples of the channels II, IQ, QI and QQ. In particular, each sample
is composed of 5 LSB bits relating to the output of an ADC and of 3 MSB
bits set to 0. In addiction, the order of arrangement of the samples in each
row of these text les is II, IQ, QQ and QI.
The Matlab simulator of the baseband SELECT reader receiver is called
Baseband_Receiver_Simulator and it is divided into three sections:
 Despreading Section.
 Detection and coarse TOA estimation section.
 Fine TOA estimation section.
3.2.1 Despreading Section
This section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator performs the despreading
and the accumulation of the signal outgoing from the UWB front end LORELEI
that, as mentioned above, is available in the form of text les.
The Matlab code of that section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator is
shown in gure 3.4.
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One of the features which must be implemented in this section is the
synchronization of the desired SELECT tag spreading code with that of the
SELECT reader itself in order to create the proper despreading code to be
applied to the received signal.
For this purpose it is necessary an iterative process that allows to ap-
ply dierent despreading codes, each created by the product between the
SELECT reader spreading code and a replica of the desired SELECT tag
spreading code appropriately shifted in time.
To do this, Baseband_Receiver_Simulator uses two parameters:
 Nspan: Sets the amount of replicas of the desired SELECT tag spread-
ing code to use, establishing how many dierent despreading codes
apply to the received signal in order to nd the correlation peak and
then achieve synchronization.
 Delta: Sets the amount of time shift between two consecutive repli-
cas of the desired SELECT tag spreading code. It must be a natural
number and its unit of measurement is the PRP.
After generating a despreading code, at each iteration the accumulation is
performed of the received signal pulses, which, due to the scheduling policy
set by the UWB front end LORELEI, must be performed in groups of 8
samples, i.e. it must be done by reading the input les by 8 rows at a time.
In particular, this accumulation operation involves the reading of 8 rows
from the input le, applying the correct despreading code and summing the
result to an accumulation matrix called Channels_Matrix.
The size of this matrix is 128×Nspan × 4, where 128 corresponds to the
number of integration windows in which is subdivided a single PRP, Nspan
corresponds to the number of despreading codes to be applied to the input
samples ow and 4 corresponds to the number of channels on which is divided
this ow, i.e. II, IQ, QI, and QQ [10].
Finally, it has to be noted that, before the processing, the input samples
undergo an oset equal to 16 units. This is because the 5 bits ADCs of
UWB front end LORELEI have an input dynamics range centered on 0 and
an output dynamics range ranging from 0 to 31. Therefore, in order to make
centered on 0 also the dynamics range of the samples outgoing from these
components, it is necessary to perform that translation, obtaining an output
dynamics range ranging from −16 to 15.
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Figure 3.4: Matlab code for the despreading
3.2.2 Detection and Coarse TOA Estimation Section
This section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator performs the detection of
the desired SELECT tag and, when that is present, the coarse TOA estima-
tion [15].
Matlab code for that section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator is shown
in gure 3.5.
First, the detection algorithm involves the calculation of an energy matrix,
called Energy_Matrix, through proper combination of the samples present
in the matrix Channels_Matrix.
In particular, considering the i − th integration window and the k − th
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despreading code, the generic element Ei,k of the matrix Energy_Matrix is
created considering the samples IIi,k, IQi,k, QIi,k, QQi,k of the 4 channels
II, IQ, QI, QQ and combining them as follows:
Ei,k = I
2
i,k +Q
2
i,k
with:
Ii,k = IIi,k −QQi,k
Qi,k = IQi,k +QIi,k
Thus, the size of this matrix is 128×Nspan, where 128 corresponds to the
number of integration windows which is subdivided a single PRP and Nspan
corresponds to the number of despreading codes applied to the input samples
ow.
Once calculated the matrix Energy_Matrix, the detection algorithm in-
volves to apply on that matrix a thresholds vector, called TOA_Threshold
and size 128×1, which has a variable prole in order to mitigate the near-far
eects. In particular, this prole depend on the specic considered scenario,
but in general must be decreasing at the increasing of the integration window
number. This is because, the signals present in the integration windows with
reduced number tend to have greater amplitude than the signals present in
the integration windows with greater numbers [8].
After applying the vector TOA_Threshold at the matrix Energy_Matrix,
the detection algorithm involves the detection of the presence of the desired
SELECT tag if and only if at least one of the bin energy of the matrix
Energy_Matrix has exceeded the threshold corresponding to it.
If the detection phase has detected the presence of the desired SELECT
tag, it is possible to proceed to the coarse TOA estimation, which consists
in identifying the integration window in which the response pulse of that
SELECT tag itself is present [10].
This is because, at the transmission time of the interrogation signal, all
pulses that compose it are positioned in a certain integration window within
its PRP. However, at the receiving time of this signal, the position of the
pulses is dierent from that at the their transmission time, due to the prop-
agation time required for the interrogation signal to get to the SELECT tag
and return to the SELECT reader. Therefore, estimating the nal integra-
tion window of the desired SELECT tag pulses and knowing the position of
these pulses at the time of their transmission, it is possible to estimate the
TOA, which is equal to the time dierence between these positions.
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The coarse TOA estimation algorithm involves the determination of the
integration window of desired SELECT tag pulses determining, in the matrix
Energy_Matrix, the integration window of the widest energy bin among of
all those that have passed the corresponding threshold.
Figure 3.5: Matlab code for the detection and the coarse TOA estimation
3.2.3 Fine TOA Estimation Section
This section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator performs the ne TOA es-
timation of the desired SELECT tag if it has been detected.
Matlab code for that section of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator is shown
in gure 3.9.
The coarse TOA estimation allows to estimate the integration window of
the desired SELECT tag pulses, but does not allow to determine the exact
position of these within that integration window. Therefore, the precision
with which it is possible to estimate the TOA during this operation can not
fall below the temporal duration of an integration window, i.e. 1ns.
However, that accuracy is not sucient to satisfy the expected perfor-
mance for the SELECT system and therefore it is necessary a ne TOA
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estimation phase in order to estimate the position of the pulses inside the
integration window determined during the coarse TOA estimation phase.
The algorithm of ne TOA estimation is based on the functionalities of-
fered by the UWB front end LORELEI, exploiting the information obtainable
from the components resulting from the projection on the sinusoidal basis
executed by that chip, i.e. the availability of the four channels II, IQ, QI
and QQ.
Assuming that the coarse TOA estimation phase has estimated that the
integration window of the desired SELECT tag pulses is the k− th and that
the despreading code that has allowed to obtain the maximum correlation
peak is the i− th, the ne TOA estimation algorithm involves the renement
of the coarse TOA estimate by processing the samples IIi,k, IQi,k, QIi,k,
QQi,k of the matrix Channels_Matrix.
Once identied the samples IIi,k, IQi,k, QIi,k, QQi,k, the ne TOA esti-
mation algorithm involves three steps [7] [8]:
1. Determination of the energy of the two orthogonal components outgo-
ing from the down conversion block of the UWB front end LORELEI
by calculating:
Energy1 = II
2
i,k + IQ
2
i,k
Energy2 = QI
2
i,k +QQ
2
i,k
2. Determination of the orthogonal component with more energy, dening:
{
Ii,k = IIi,k
Qi,k = IQi,k
Energy1 ≥ Energy2{
Ii,k = QIi,k
Qi,k = QQi,k
Energy2 ≥ Energy1
3. Estimation of the pulses position in the k − th integration window by
calculating the arctangent as follows:
ϕ = arctan
(
Qi,k
Ii,k
)
The projection on sinusoidal bases by the UWB front-end LORELEI allows
to decompose on orthogonal basis the two outgoing components from the
down conversion block.
In this way it is possible to associate a phasor at these orthogonal com-
ponents of which it is possible to determine the angle ϕ by calculating the
arctangent (see gure 3.6).
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Now, associating at the k − th integration window a domain equal to[
−π
2
, π
2
]
, it is possible to estimate the position of the desired SELECT tag
pulses by applying a simple linear relationship between the angle ϕ and the
real position (see gure 3.7).
Figure 3.6: Phasor of the orthogonal components
Figure 3.7: Domain in angles of an integration window
This ne TOA estimation algorithm is very eective but also is very ex-
pensive in terms of computing resources. From the point of view of
Baseband_Receiver_Simulator, which is executed by a computer, this lat-
ter aspect is not a problem, while it is an issue for the FPGA that performs
the rmware that implements this algorithm.
In particular, from the point of view of the computing resources necessary
for the execution of the ne TOA estimation algorithm, the more expensive
operations for a FPGA are the squaring and the calculation of the arctangent.
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Therefore, in order to make much less expensive that algorithm in terms of
resources, the FPGA, and thus also Baseband_Receiver_Simulator, imple-
ments a simplied version. This simplied version of the ne TOA estimation
algorithm involves:
1. Determination of the energy of the two orthogonal components outgo-
ing from the down conversion block of the UWB front end LORELEI
by calculating:
Energy1 = |IIi,k|+ |IQi,k|
Energy2 = |QIi,k|+ |QQi,k|
2. Determination of the orthogonal component with more amplitude, den-
ing: 
{
Ii,k = IIi,k
Qi,k = IQi,k
Energy1 ≥ Energy2{
Ii,k = QIi,k
Qi,k = QQi,k
Energy2 ≥ Energy1
3. Estimation of the pulses position within the k − th integration win-
dow by reading a lookup table containing approximate values of the
arctangent.
The quantization of the arctangent was accomplished by splitting the codomain
of this function, which is the range
[
−π
2
, π
2
]
, in 16 portions and associating
to each of these its central value (see gure 3.8). In this way, each window
has a width equal to π
16
and the maximum quantization error associated with
the approximate arctangent function is equal to π
32
, i.e. 31.25ps.
Therefore, the lookup table associated with that approximate function is
shown in table 3.1, in which has been dened:
signIQ = sign(Ii,k) · sign(Qi,k)
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Figure 3.8: Quantization of the arctangent for FPGA
Condition Approximation Portion in Integration Window
Qi,k > 5Ii,k
15
32
π · signIQ
{
1st signIQ = +1
16th signIQ = −1
2.5Ii,k ≤ Qi,k ≤ 5Ii,k 1332π · signIQ
{
2nd signIQ = +1
15th signIQ = −1
1.5Ii,k ≤ Qi,k ≤ 2.5Ii,k 1132π · signIQ
{
3rd signIQ = +1
14th signIQ = −1
Ii,k ≤ Qi,k ≤ 1.5Ii,k 932π · signIQ
{
4th signIQ = +1
13th signIQ = −1
Qi,k ≤ Ii,k ≤ 1.5Qi,k 732π · signIQ
{
5th signIQ = +1
12th signIQ = −1
1.5Qi,k ≤ Ii,k ≤ 2.5Qi,k 532π · signIQ
{
6th signIQ = +1
11th signIQ = −1
2.5Qi,k ≤ Ii,k ≤ 5Qi,k 332π · signIQ
{
7th signIQ = +1
10th signIQ = −1
Ii,k ≥ 5Qi,k 132π · signIQ
{
8th signIQ = +1
9th signIQ = −1
Table 3.1: Lookup table of the approximation arctangent for FPGA
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Figure 3.9: Matlab code for the ne TOA estimation
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3.3 Application Example of the Baseband SE-
LECT Reader Receiver Simulator
As an application example of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator we consider
one of the input le provided by CEA-LETI, which involves the presence
of a single SELECT tag and an interrogation signal composed by a data
symbol bn = 1 which undergoes the spreading operation by a spreading
codes characterized by a number of chips Nc = 1024, at each of which are
associated a number of pulses Npc = 1.
The simulation parameters are:
Nspan = 3
∆ = 1
Furthermore, since it is not available a characterization of the transmis-
sion channel in which the acquisitions have been made to create the input
le, each of the bin energy threshold is set to 1.
Positioning the considered le in input to Baseband_Receiver_Simulator,
after the despreading operation and the accumulation, the samples shown in
gure 3.10 and the energy bins shown in gure 3.11 are obtained.
Finally, the results obtained by Baseband_Receiver_Simulator in re-
sponse to the example input le are:
Parameter Value
Span 0
Coarse TOA 62
Fine TOA −0.774rad (−44.349°)
Portion in IntegrationWindow 5th
ArctangentApproximation −0.687rad (−39.375°)
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Figure 3.10: Accumulation samples of the channels II, IQ, QI e QQ
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Figure 3.11: Energy bins
3.4 Conclusions and Open Issues
By making various comparisons, with the same input, between the results ob-
tained by the execution of the FPGA rmware and Baseband_Receiver_Simulator,
results show an exact match, allowing to conclude that, with high probability,
the two implementations are correct.
However, there may still be present conceptual errors common to both
implementations that could generate identical results but incorrect. There-
fore, it is necessary to continue the debugging for the purpose to detect the
possible presence of these type of errors.
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Chapter 4
Input File Generator for
Baseband SELECT Reader
Receiver
4.1 Implementation of Input File Generator for
Baseband SELECT Reader Receiver
In order to validate the baseband SELECT reader receiver implementation,
the use of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator allows to successfully perform a
signicant part of the FPGA rmware debug.
However, given the highly innovative content of the SELECT system, the
debug phase can not stop at simple comparison of the results obtained by
Baseband_Receiver_Simulator and by the FPGA rmware, because there
may be present conceptual errors common to both implementations that
generate the same results but incorrect.
Therefore, in order to detect the possible presence of this errors type, it
is necessary to know a priori which results expected from the application of a
given input le, in order to verify if those obtained by Baseband_Receiver_Simulator
and by the FPGA rmware are reliable.
This is not always possible using real input le due to measurement er-
rors and uncertainty of propagation environments and of acquisition system
components.
Also in cases where the expected results can be determined, the non-
idealities of the input le may imply, by the two implementations, the gener-
ation of the results agree with each other but dierent from those expected.
In this case, it is very dicult determine if these dierences are due to con-
ceptual errors of that implementations or to the non-idealities present in the
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input le itself.
Since they are the real les, the input les provided by CEA-LETI have
the problems mentioned above and thus are not usable for the purpose of
conceptual errors detection present in Baseband_Receiver_Simulator and
in the FPGA rmware.
Therefore, in order to solve these issues, I have implemented an input le
generator in Matlab code that allows to synthesize the input les according
to simple channel model and without any non-idealities, allowing a complete
and precise determination of the expected results.
The Matlab generator of the input les is called Input_File_Generator
and it emulates three parts of the SELECT system:
 Section of the SELECT reader transmission: Generation of the inter-
rogation signal by reproduction of the behavior of the SELECT reader
transmission section.
 Transmission channel and SELECT tags: Generation of the signal re-
ceived by the SELECT reader receiver by reproduction of the behavior
of the transmission channel and of the SELECT tags.
 UWB Front End LORELEI: Generation of the input les by reproduc-
tion of the ideal behavior of the UWB Front End LORELEI.
The basic pulse used by Input_File_Generator is a root raised cosine pulse
as follows [7] [8]:
p(t) =
4β
π
√
tp
(
cos
(
(1 + β)π
t
tp
)
+
1
4β ttp
sin
(
(1− β)π t
tp
))
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2
having dened:
tp =
1 + β
BW
where β and BW represent respectively the roll-o factor and the band-
width of the pulse itself.
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Figure 4.1: Baseband root raised cosine pulse
Considering the useful UWB band ranging from 3.1GHz to 4.8GHz, it
is necessary perform an up conversion by a sinusoidal carrier fc = 3.95GHz,
obtaining:
pRF (t) =
4β
π
√
tp
(
cos
(
(1 + β)π
t
tp
)
+
1
4β ttp
sin
(
(1− β)π t
tp
))
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2 cos (2πfct+ α)
where α represents the starting angle of the sinusoidal carrier fc.
Figure 4.2: Radio frequency root raised cosine pulse
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To make this pulse, meet the EU mask of the European UWB signals
regulations in the band ranging from 3.1GHz to 4.8GHz, it is necessary
that the basic pulse p(t) present a bandwidth BW = 1.6GHz and a roll-o
factor β = 0.6. In this way, the power spectrum of the pulse pRF (t) full
respect the EU mask (see gure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Power spectrum of a radio frequency root raised cosine pulse
The Matlab code relating to the generation of the single root raised cosine
pulse transmitted by the SELECT reader transmitter is shown in gure 4.4.
This implementation takes into account two types of special cases:

t
tp
= 0: In this case, the direct implementation of the theoretical for-
mula of the root raised cosine pulse p(t) returns an indeterminate form
of type NaN . Therefore it is necessary to determine the closed-form
expression of the maximum by manipulation of the theoretical formula,
in particular:
p(t) =
4β
π
√
tp
(
cos
(
(1 + β)π
t
tp
)
+
1
4β ttp
sin
(
(1− β)π t
tp
))
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2 =
=
4β
π
√
tp
1−
(
4βt
tp
)2
(
cos
(
(1 + β)πt
tp
)
+
1
4βt
tp
(
sin
(
πt
tp
)
cos
(
βπt
tp
)
− sin
(
βπt
tp
)
cos
(
πt
tp
)))
=
=
4β
π
√
tp
1−
(
4βt
tp
)2 (cos( (1 + β)πttp
)
+
π
4β
sinc
(
πt
tp
)
cos
(
βπt
tp
)
− π
4
sinc
(
βπt
tp
)
cos
(
πt
tp
))
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from which, by placing t
tp
= 0, can be seen:
p (0) =
4β
π
√
tp
(
1 +
π
4β
− π
4
)
=
4β
π
√
tp
+
1− β
√
tp

t
tp
= 1
4β
: In this case, the direct implementation of the theoretical
formula of the root raised cosine pulse p(t) returns an indeterminate
form of type +∞. Therefore it is necessary to determine the closed-
form expression of the zero by manipulation of the theoretical formula,
in particular:
p(t) =
4β
π
√
tp
(
cos
(
(1 + β)π
t
tp
)
+
1
4β ttp
sin
(
(1− β)π t
tp
))
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2 =
=
4β
π
√
tp
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2 (cos(π ttp
)
cos
(
βπ
t
tp
)
− sin
(
π
t
tp
)
sin
(
βπ
t
tp
))
+
+
4β
π
√
tp
1
4β ttp
1
1−
(
4β ttp
)2 (sin(π ttp
)
cos
(
βπ
t
tp
)
− cos
(
π
t
tp
)
sin
(
βπ
t
tp
))
from which, by placing t
tp
= 1
4β
, can be seen:
p
(
tp
4β
)
=
4β
π
√
tp
1
1−
(
4β
4β
)2 (cos( π4β
)
cos
(π
4
)
− sin
(
π
4β
)
sin
(π
4
))
+
+
4β
π
√
tp
1
1−
(
4β
4β
)2 (sin( π4β
)
cos
(π
4
)
− cos
(
π
4β
)
sin
(π
4
))
=
=
32
√
2β3
π
√
tp
(
cos
(
π
4β
)
− sin
(
π
4β
))
−
(
cos
(
π
4β
)
− sin
(
π
4β
))
(4β)
2 − (4β)2
→ 0
Figure 4.4: Matlab code for the generation of the pulse transmitted by the
SELECT reader
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Since the input les must be free of non-idealities, the transmission chan-
nel considered is an ideal free space. In particular, the emulation of the
transmission channel includes:
 Total absence of noise and interference.
 Simplied path gain PG(d) equal to:
PG(d) =
1
(2d)2
where d represents the distance between SELECT reader and SELECT
tag.
 Phase angle γ of the transmitted signal due only to the distance trav-
eled, i.e.:
γ = α + 2πfcmod
(
2d
c
,
1
fc
)
where α represents the initial phase angle of the transmitted signal, fc
represents the frequency of the transmitted signal and c represents the
propagation speed, that is supposed to be equal to the light speed.
The Matlab code relating to the generation of the single root raised cosine
pulse received by the SELECT reader receiver is shown in gure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Matlab code for the generation of the pulse received by the
SELECT reader
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With reference to the structure of a single nger of the UWB front end
LORELEI of gure 3.3, its emulation must avoid the introduction of non-
idealities. To do this, the emulation of the various sections of the UWB front
end LORELEI involves:
 Emulation of low noise amplication section: The emulation of that
section involves the amplication, with a gain equal to GLNA, of the
input signal without introducing noise.
Therefore, given as input the following signal sUWB(t):
sUWB(t) = PG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct+ γ)
in output is obtained the following signal sLNA(t):
sLNA(t) = GLNAsUWB(t) = GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct+ γ)
 Emulation of down conversion section: The emulation of that section
involves, for debug purposes, a perfect locking of the phase of the input
signal carrier fc, a mixing with two carriers at frequency fc in perfect
quadrature and a perfect low-pass ltering which eliminates completely
the high frequency component and leave unchanged the baseband com-
ponent.
Therefore, given as input the signal sLNA(t) coming from the low noise
amplication section, in output are obtained the following signals I(t)
and Q(t):{
I(t) = sLNA(t)cos (2πfct) Passa−Basso
= GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct0)
Q(t) = sLNA(t)sin (2πfct) Passa−Basso
= −GLNAPG(d)p(t)sin (2πfct0)
 Emulation of section related to the projection to intermediate fre-
quency: The emulation of that section involves the mixing of each
input signal with two carriers at intermediate frequency fi in perfect
quadrature.
Therefore, given as input the signals I(t) and Q(t) coming from the
down conversion section, in output are obtained the following signals
II(t), IQ(t), QI(t) and QQ(t):
II(t) = I(t)cos (2πfit) = GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct0) cos (2πfit)
IQ(t) = I(t)sin (2πfit) = GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct0) sin (2πfit)
QI(t) = Q(t)cos (2πfit) = −GLNAPG(d)p(t)sin (2πfct0) cos (2πfit)
QQ(t) = Q(t)sin (2πfit) = −GLNAPG(d)p(t)sin (2πfct0) sin (2πfit)
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 Emulation of integration section: The emulation of this section involves
the integration of each input signal on rectangular windows of width
T = 1
fi
overlapping by 50%.
Therefore, given as input the signals II(t), IQ(t), QI(t) and QQ(t)
coming from the section of projection to intermediate frequency, in
output are obtained the following signals II(int)(t), IQ(int)(t), QI(int)(t)
and QQ(int)(t):

II(int)(t) =
´ T
0
II(t) dt =
´ T
0
GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct0) cos (2πfit) dt
IQ(int)(t) =
´ T
0
IQ(t) dt =
´ T
0
GLNAPG(d)p(t)cos (2πfct0) sin (2πfit) dt
QI(int)(t) =
´ T
0
QI(t) dt = −
´ T
0
GLNAPG(d)p(t)sin (2πfct0) cos (2πfit) dt
QQ(int)(t) =
´ T
0
QQ(t) dt = −
´ T
0
GLNAPG(d)p(t)sin (2πfct0) sin (2πfit) dt
 Emulation of A/D conversion section: The emulation of this section
involves the A/D conversion of the input signals using 5 bits ADCs
with automatic gain control to maximize the input dynamics.
The Matlab code relating to the analog processing section of the UWB front
end LORELEI is shown in gure 4.6, in which it has to be noted that this
section also implements the spreading of the UWB signal with the spreading
codes of the SELECT reader and the SELECT tags. In particular, since the
input le must be used by implementations that consider only the preamble
of the response signal, the data symbols, having all be put to 1, does not
appear explicitly inasmuch they were implied.
The Matlab code relating to the section of A/D conversion of the UWB
front end LORELEI is shown in gure 4.7, in which it has to be noted also
the implementation of the automatic gain control, where arises the full scale
equal to the maximum amplitude of the input signal to the ADCs.
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Figure 4.6: Matlab code for the emulation of the analog processing section
of the UWB front end LORELEI
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Figure 4.7: Matlab code for the emulation of the A/D conversion section of
the UWB front end LORELEI
4.2 Application Example of the Input File Gen-
erator for Baseband SELECT Reader Re-
ceiver
As an application example of Input_File_Generator we consider a scenario
composed of a SELECT reader and 2 SELECT tags, characterized by a
distance from the rst equal to:
Tag n.1 : d1 = 5.25m
Tag n.2 : d2 = 5.95m
The interrogation signal is composed of a data symbol bn = 1 which
undergoes the spreading operation by spreading codes characterized by a
number of chips Nc = 32, to each of which are associated a number of pulses
Npc = 2.
The temporal structure of a single PRP in transmission is that shown in
gure 4.8, which is composed of a root raised cosine pulse characterized by:
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Parameter Value
β 0.6
BW 1.6GHz
tp 1ns
fc 3.95GHz
α 0rad (0°)
Position inPRP 20ns
Figure 4.8: Single PRP in transmission
Given the scenario taken into consideration, the temporal structure of a
single PRP in reception is that shown in gure 4.9, which is composed of two
root raised cosine pulses characterized by:
Parameter Value
PG
{
9 · 10−3 Tag n.1
7 · 10−3 Tag n.2
γ
{
2.2rad (124.5°) Tag n.1
5.0rad (285.0°) Tag n.2
Position inPRP
{
55.02ns Tag n.1
59.69ns Tag n.2
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Figure 4.9: Single PRP in reception
The input le relating to that scenario is given by digitization of the sig-
nals of gure 4.10, each of which is composed of Nc · Npc = 64PRP . The
temporal structure of each of that PRP is shown in gure 4.11, which is ob-
tained by projecting to intermediate frequency, integration and quantization
of the temporal structure of gure 4.9.
Figure 4.10: Total Signal to be digitized
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Figure 4.11: Single PRP to be digitized
Putting that input le in input to Baseband_Receiver_Simulator, the
expected results are:
Parameter Value
Coarse TOA
{
55 Tag n.1
60 Tag n.2
Fine TOA
{
0.076rad (4.361°) Tag n.1
−0.961rad (−55.057°) Tag n.2
Portion in IntegrationWindow
{
9th Tag n.1
4th Tag n.2
ArctangentApproximation
{
0.098rad (5.625°) Tag n.1
−0.884rad (−50.625°) Tag n.2
The actual results obtained by Baseband_Receiver_Simulator in re-
sponse to the example input le are:
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Parameter Value
Coarse TOA
{
55 Tag n.1
60 Tag n.2
Fine TOA
{
0.000rad (0.000°) Tag n.1
−0.960rad (−55.008°) Tag n.2
Portion in IntegrationWindow
{
9th Tag n.1
4th Tag n.2
ArctangentApproximation
{
0.098rad (5.625°) Tag n.1
−0.884rad (−50.625°) Tag n.2
From the comparison of the obtained results with the expected results
can be seen that, in this case, there is an almost perfect correspondence,
i.e. Baseband_Receiver_Simulator provides results completely in agree-
ment with those expected.
4.3 Conclusions and Open Issues
The application of the input le generated by Input_File_Generator shows
that, in general, the implementation of Baseband_Receiver_Simulator and
of the FPGA rmware are correct.
However, in many cases it happens that the obtained results related to
the coarse TOA estimation dier from those expected, although always for
a single integration window.
From a rst analysis of possible causes, it would seem that the excessive
quantization error introduced by the 5 bits ADCs of the UWB front end
LORELEI lead to a signicant distortion of the received UWB signal, which,
in turn, may lead to an erroneous coarse TOA estimation.
This problem still requires further studies in order to determine the exact
causes. Its resolution is desirable inasmuch the non certainty on the esti-
mation of the received pulses integration window makes useless the entire
process of ne TOA estimation.
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Chapter 5
Preliminary Studies for
Functional Improvement of the
SELECT Reader Receiver
Implementation for Debugging
Purposes
In order to make the debugging of a SELECT reader receiver fully reliable, it
is necessary that a generic remote user can calculate the expected results in
real time to make possible a direct and immediate verication of the obtained
results.
To do this, it is therefore necessary that the implementative hardware of a
SELECT reader receiver allows to the generic remote user, which could be for
example Baseband_Receiver_Simulator, to acquire in real time the same
information ow processed by the device, i.e. the information ow coming
out of the UWB front end LORELEI.
To obtain reliable results at the remote user side, it is necessary that the
information ow acquired by that user is identical, from the point of view of
the information content, to that processed by the SELECT reader receiver.
Thus, it must be ensured that there is no loss of useful information during
the transfer of the information ow from the UWB front end LORELEI to
the remote user.
The implementative hardware of the SELECT reader receiver was de-
signed by Fraunhofer and it is composed of three main sections (see gure
5.1):
 Section of communication with the SELECT central unit: This section
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performs the communication with the SELECT central unit and the
transmission of the acquired data. It is substantially composed by a
microprocessor.
 Section of processing: This section performs the processing of data re-
ceived from the UWB front end LORELEI. It is substantially composed
by a FPGA.
 Section of remote communication: This section performs the sending
of the data received from the UWB front end LORELEI to a remote
user. It is substantially composed by a FPGA and an EMIF interface.
Figure 5.1: Implementative hardware of a SELECT reader receiver
Sections set forth above, the rst two are used to implement parts strictly
necessary for the receiver of a SELECT reader, while the last is used to allow
the transfer of information ow from the UWB front end LORELEI to the
remote user for debugging purposes.
In order to the correct transfer of this information ow, it is required a
buering sucient to compensate the time delay introduced by the EMIF
interface during transmission to the remote user.
For properly satisfy the debugging purposes, the information ow to be
transferred in real time to the remote user must be equal at least to an entire
data symbol.
Therefore, since the EMIF interface can not guarantee suciently high
transmission rate and especially can not guarantee the constancy of that
transmission, it is necessary to buer at least the information ow relating
to an entire data symbol.
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Therefore, considering the communication parameters in the table 2.1,
the size of the information ow relating to an entire data symbol is equal to:
Nc ·Npc ·Nsample ·Nbit ·Nchannel = 2.62MB
with:
 Nc = 1024: Number of chips per spreading code.
 Npc = 8: Number of pulses per chip of spreading code.
 Nsample = 128: Number of samples per PRP.
 Nbit = 5: Number of quantization bits.
 Nchannel = 4: Number of channels (II, IQ, QI and QQ).
The implementative hardware of a SELECT reader receiver does not have an
external RAM memory, and thus the buering must necessarily take place in
the internal RAM memory to the FPGA, which is composed by 268 blocks
from 18Kb each. Therefore, the maximum available memory space is equal
to:
268 · 18Kb = 603KB
This memory space, for architecture reasons, it is almost never completely
usable and therefore it is well to consider to have available a RAM memory
of size equal to 500KB.
Comparing the available RAMmemory space and the size of the minimum
information ow to perform the debugging phase, it is evident that the full
buering of this information ow is not possible.
Not being able to make hardware modications on the SELECT reader
receiver board, the only possible solution consists in data compression.
For this purpose, the minimum useful compression percentage CP is equal
to:
CP = 1− 500KB
2.62MB
= 0.81 = 81%
which corresponds to a minimum useful compression factor CF equal to:
CF =
2.62MB
500KB
= 5.24
To improve the functional of a SELECT reader receiver implementation
for debugging purposes, I performed a preliminary feasibility study aimed at
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understanding if it is really possible to get the required compression levels
and, if it is possible, trying to conceive techniques that achieve this goal.
Furthermore, the development of these techniques must meet require-
ments of minimum expenditure of FPGA resources, both in terms of calcu-
lation and in terms of memory occupation.
5.1 Information Flow Compression By Lossless
Techniques
Given the need to compress the information ow received from the UWB
front end LORELEI without altering the information content, the more suit-
able compression techniques are those lossless, i.e. the compression tech-
niques that eliminates the redundancy of information ow without altering
its information content.
In the family of the lossless compression codes, the more ecient is the
Human code, which, therefore, it is the ideal candidate to be used for com-
pression of the information ow received from the UWB front end LORELEI.
The compression of a generic information ow through Human code
involves two steps [11]:
1. Construction of a binary tree dependent by the probability distribution
of the symbols to be encoded.
2. Construction of the codewords dictionary by reading the binary tree.
The construction of the binary tree involves three steps:
1. Descending order sorting of probability of the symbols to be encoded.
2. Union of the two lower probabilities in a single node, to which is asso-
ciated the sum of these probabilities.
3. Repeat the previous steps until to depletion nodes.
Instead, the construction of the codewords dictionary involves two steps:
1. Attribution, in an arbitrary manner, of the binary values 0 and 1 at
the bifurcations of the obtained binary tree.
2. Reading, from the root to each leaf, of the binary values of the various
branches in order to creation the codewords to associate at each symbol
to be encoded.
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Example: Given an information ow composed by symbols X ∈ X =
{x̃1, x̃2, x̃3, x̃4, x̃5} with probability distribution p(x) given by:
Symbol p(x)
x̃1 0.25
x̃2 0.25
x̃3 0.20
x̃4 0.15
x̃5 0.15
Applying the Human code algorithm, we get:
from which is deduced the binary tree:
Therefore, the codewords dictionary relating to the considered informa-
tion ow is:
Symbol Codeword
x̃1 01
x̃2 11
x̃3 10
x̃4 001
x̃5 000
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whereby it is possible to perform the compression of that information
ow associating to each of its symbols the corresponding codeword of that
dictionary.
In order to determine the average compression level of the information
ow received from the UWB front end LORELEI that can be achieved with
Human encoding, I have developed a compressor in Matlab code based on
that encoding and I apply it to the les provided by CEA-LETI.
The Matlab compressor with Human encoding is called Huffman_Encoder
and, in place of the theoretical binary tree of the Human code algorithm,
I created a matrix, called Words_Matrix, which has n columns, equal to the
cardinality of the set of symbols to be encoded, and n− 1 rows, equal to the
number of the theoretical binary tree bifurcations. Since each symbols to be
compressed is composed of 5 bits, the matrix Words_Matrix has size equal
to 32× 31.
Applying the Human code algorithm, in correspondence with each sum
of probabilities is written a row of the matrix Words_Matrix, in which are
assigned the binary values 0 and 1 to the symbols corresponding to each of
the branches united by this sum. In particular, the binary value 1 is assigned
to the symbols corresponding to the branch with greater probability, while
the binary value 0 is assigned to the symbols corresponding to the branch
with lower probability.
After the writing of the matrix Words_Matrix, the codewords dictionary
is created by assigning to each symbol to be encoded the codeword that is
obtained by reading from bottom to top the column corresponding to that
symbol.
The Matlab code relative to the implementation of the Human code
algorithm is shown in gure 5.2.
Example: Given an information ow composed by symbols X ∈ X =
{x̃1, x̃2, x̃3, x̃4, x̃5} with probability distribution p(x) given by:
Symbol p(x)
x̃1 0.25
x̃2 0.25
x̃3 0.20
x̃4 0.15
x̃5 0.15
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Applying the Human code algorithm, we get:
from which is deduced the matrix Words_Matrix:
x̃1 x̃2 x̃3 x̃4 x̃5
1 × × × 1 0
2 × 1 0 × ×
3 1 × × 0 0
4 0 1 1 0 0
Therefore, reading per columns the matrix Words_Matrix are obtained
the codewords dictionary relating to the considered information ow:
Symbol Codeword
x̃1 01
x̃2 11
x̃3 10
x̃4 001
x̃5 000
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Figure 5.2: Matlab code for the implementation of the Human code algo-
rithm
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The input les provided by CEA-LETI on which to perform the evaluation
of the average compression level of the information ow received from the
UWB front end LORELEI through Human encoding are 12:
 CODE_OFF_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1024_131080.
 CODE_ONN_MP1800_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1024_131080.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_OFF_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_OFF_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI16_2056.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_OFF_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG3_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_OFF_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_OFF_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI16_2056.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_ONN_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_ONN_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI16_2056.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_ONN_L2PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG3_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_ONN_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI1_136.
 SELECT_TEST_CABLE_ONN_L5PAR_PXI_Scan_8EP4f_IG1_CI16_2056.
The rst evaluation that I performed is to create a codewords dictionary
based on one of the available input les and apply that statistics on each of
these input les. The obtained results are shown in table 5.1, in which the
red values correspond to the compression percentages relating to an input
le compressed with his own statistics, while the black values correspond
to the compression percentage relating to an input le compressed with the
statistics of a dierent input le.
From these results I was able to conclude that:
 The compression levels relating to each input le compressed with his
own statistics, which correspond to the highest compression level can
be obtained with the Human encoding for the given input le, average
around to:
CP = 50%
CF = 2
 The compression levels relating to each input le compressed with the
statistics of a dierent input le in some cases tend not to decrease
excessively, while in other cases there is a more than appreciable decre-
ment.
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Table 5.1: Compression percentage with crisscross single statistics
In order to apply the Human encoding on the FPGA, its implementation
must require the minimum possible amount of resources.
The implementation applied by Huffman_Encoder ensures the highest
level of compression with Human code but is very costly in terms of re-
sources.
Therefore, from the point of view of the FPGA implementation, that
solution does not represent the best trade-o between compression level and
used resources.
One possible sub-optimal solution that may be suitable for implemen-
tation on FPGA is to create a codewords dictionary which represent the
average statistics of a generic information ow received from the UWB front
end LORELEI and then loaded into a lookup table that may be used by the
FPGA in order to compress the information ow.
So that this solution can be considered optimal for a FPGA, it is necessary
to verify that the compression levels obtained by this method are not exces-
sively lower than the maximum performance obtainable with classic Human
encoding.
In order to evaluate the validity of the exposed sub-optimal solution, I
have evaluated, by means of Huffman_Encoder, the compression level ob-
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tainable for the various available input les using a codewords dictionary
based on the statistics relative to the complete set of these input les.
In this way it is possible to evaluate whether the compression levels of
the various available input les do not decrease excessively using an average
statistics and therefore whether it is possible the eective application of a
solution based on an average statistics stored in a lookup table.
However, compressing each input le with the codewords dictionary based
on the statistics of the complete set of that input les, the result would not
be fully reliable, since, in this statistics is also present the one of the input
le to be compressed.
Therefore, in order to obtain reliable results, the compression of each
input le is performed with a codewords dictionary based on the statistics of
the remaining input les.
The obtained results are shown in table 5.2, in which is shown, for each
input le, the compression percentage obtained with the codewords dictio-
nary based on the statistics of the remaining available input les and the
maximum compression percentage of the input le itself.
Table 5.2: Compression percentage with average statistics
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From these results I was able to conclude that:
 The compression percentage relating to each compressed input le with
the average statistics tend not to decrease excessively.
 Due to the good compression level achieved with the application of a
codewords dictionary based on an average statistics, the implementa-
tion of a Human encoding based on lookup table seems to be the best
trade-o between compression level and used resources for as regards
the application on FPGA.
By means of Huffman_Encoder, a rst statistics usable for the implementa-
tion of the sub-optimal Human encoding based on look-up table is given by
the statistics of the complete set of input les provided by CEA-LETI (see
gure 5.3). Given this statistics, the codewords dictionary to be loaded into
the FPGA lookup table is therefore:
wn hn
16 11
15 01
17 101
14 100
18 0011
13 0010
19 0001
12 00001
11 0000011
20 00000101
10 00000011
9 00000010
21 000001001
23 000000011
22 000000001
8 0000000101
wn hn
0 00000100011
7 00000100010
24 00000100001
27 00000100000
6 00000001001
25 00000001000
26 00000000011
31 00000000010
3 000000000011
4 000000000010
5 000000000001
28 0000000000001
1 00000000000001
2 000000000000001
29 0000000000000001
30 0000000000000000
in which wn ∈ [0, 31] represents the symbols to be encoded, i.e. the words
coming out the 4 ADCs of the UWB front end LORELEI, and hn represents
the corresponding codewords given by the sub-optimal Human encoding.
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Figure 5.3: Average statistics
5.2 Information Flow Compression By Lossy
Techniques
From the preliminary study with lossless compression techniques, it is de-
duced that the maximum obtainable compression factor is approximately
equal to 2. Given the minimum acceptable compression factor required by
buering the information ow received from the UWB front end LORELEI,
the compression factor achieved by lossless compression is therefore not suf-
cient.
Therefore, despite one of the constraints required by the compression
techniques to be used in the solving of this problem is to preserve the infor-
mation integrity of the information ow to be compressed, the insuciency of
the lossless compression techniques led me to consider also lossy compression
techniques.
As previously mentioned, in general, if the information content of the
information ow sent to the remote user is altered during compression, the
results of the debug phase become unreliable, making useless the presence of
the remote user himself.
The only way to apply lossy compression techniques to the information
ow sent to the remote user without precluding the reliability of the debug
phase results, is to identify and eliminate the unnecessary information content
in the considered information ow, i.e. removing all or part of the information
that it is not used neither by SELECT reader receiver nor by remote user.
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That information content, in fact, from the theoretical point of view does
not constitute redundancy, and therefore can not be eliminated by the lossless
compression techniques, but from the practical point of view it is, since it is
not in any way useful.
Since the results obtained from the SELECT reader receiver are based
on the results of the despreading and accumulation processes, then, a given
compressed information ow may provide the same nal results, it is sucient
that this information ow give the same results from the despreading and
accumulation processes.
Given the number Nspan of correlators of the SELECT reader receiver
and the step ∆ of the despreading codes temporal shift, each of the Nspan
despreading codes is composed of the product between the spreading code
of the SELECT reader itself and that of the desired SELECT tag suitably
shifted in time of a temporal entity equal to a multiple of ∆ PRPs (see gure
5.4). Therefore, the granularity characteristic of the temporal visibility of the
despreading process is equal to ∆ PRPs, because this process is performed
on groups of ∆ PRPs, i.e. on groups of ∆ pulses.
Therefore, if for each group of ∆ PRPs the average PRP is calculated and
replaced it in each of these, the results of the despreading and accumulation
processes remain unchanged (see gure 5.5).
From these considerations I have designed a lossy compression technique
that can not preclude the reliability of the results of the debug phase. This
technique consists in generating a compressed le by replacing the respective
average PRP at each group of ∆ PRPs. The remote user that receives the
compressed le, before performing the despreading and accumulation pro-
cesses, must perform the decompression of this le, which consists in the
consecutively reproduction for ∆ times of each average PRP content in the
compressed le itself (see gure 5.6).
The compression levels characteristic of this lossy compression technique
are therefore given by:
CP = 1− 1
∆
CF = ∆
From the preliminary study conducted by CNIT, the optimal values of
Nspan and ∆ are equal to [8]:
Nspan = 11 ∆ = 4
Therefore, from these optimal values, the compression levels are deduced
of the exposed lossy compression technique, i.e.:
CP = 75% CF = 4
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Figure 5.4: Despreading and accumulation process of a SELECT reader95
Figure 5.5: Despreading and accumulation process of a SELECT reader with
average PRP
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Figure 5.6: Lossy compression technique
5.3 Conclusions and Open Issues
Conclusions and Open Issues for the Lossless Compression Tech-
nique: The preliminary studies related to the lossless compression tech-
nique are based on a very small number of input les. Therefore, the ob-
tained results may not be fully reliable. In order to improve these results, it
is necessary to have other input les for the purpose to continue and enhance
these preliminary studies and thus consolidate their results.
Conclusions and Open Issues for the Lossy Compression Technique:
The exposed lossy compression technique is based on a purely theoretical
concept, which is supposed to work but that is yet to be veried in practice.
Furthermore, so that this compression technique can operate correctly,
it is necessary that the FPGA of the remote communication section and
the FPGA of the processing section share the same time base. In theory,
this problem should be solved easily since the two FPGAs, residing on the
same board, can communicate among themselves and, therefore, the synchro-
nization between these devices may take place by a simple communication
protocol aimed at this purpose.
However, the resolution of the synchronization problem remains to be
explored and resolved.
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Conclusions and Open Issues for the Information Flow Compres-
sion: From preliminary studies it is clear that none of the developed com-
pression techniques can, by itself, be able to meet the requirements for the
resolution of the problem of buering the information ow received from the
UWB front end LORELEI, since the compression levels characteristic of the
developed compression techniques are equal to:
LosslessCompression Technique =
{
CPloss−less = 50%
CFloss−less = 2
Lossy Compression Tecnique =
{
CPlossy = 75%
CFlossy = 4
However, a possible solution that would achieve the requirements involves
the application of both compression techniques to the information ow to be
compressed.
In particular, this solution involves to rst apply the lossy compression
technique and, subsequently, to apply the lossless compression technique.
In theory, the compression levels characteristic of this solution should be:
CP = 1− 1
CFlossy · CFloss−less
= 87.5%
CF = CFlossy · CFloss−less = 8
However, these values are yet to be veried, since the probability distribu-
tion characteristic of the information ow compressed by the lossy compres-
sion technique is dierent from that characteristic of the original information
ow, even if qualitatively should be very similar to each other. Therefore,
the performance of the lossless compression technique applied to the com-
pressed information ow may also be very dierent from those relating to
the application to the original information le.
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Conclusions
The European project SELECT aims to realize a low-cost system architec-
ture consisting of a network of xed readers able to query one or more tags
attached to objects.
Given the highly innovative content of this project, a complete and eec-
tive debug phase of the implemented system is fundamental to the success
of the project.
Thus, this work was devoted to the debugging of the baseband receiving
section of a SELECT reader, that is one of the devices of the SELECT
system, resulting in the need to realize a set of three software tools that
allow an ecient implementation of this test stage.
The rst developed debugging tool consisted of a Matlab simulator of the
baseband receiving section of a SELECT reader. This approach allowed to
detect possible errors in the FPGA rmware developed by Datalogic S.p.A.,
the SELECT consortium coordinator. From the results obtained through
this tool it has been possible to conclude that the implementation of the
FPGA rmware developed by the SELECT partner is correct, i.e. it does
not present any signicant implementative error.
The second debugging tool, instead, consisted of an input le generator
for the baseband receiving section of a SELECT reader. In particular, this
software emulates the behavior of the whole transmission chain of the SE-
LECT system in absence of non-idealities and noise, in order to control the
expected results.
In this way, using these les as input for the previous described tool and
FPGA rmware, it was possible to compare the two performance and verify
the correct functioning of the rmware.
Thus, the output les were created neglecting implementation impair-
ments. Debug results showed that in many cases small errors in the TOA
estimate were present, helping Datalogic S.p.A. in their correction. This
error, always equal to an integration window, is still unacceptable for the
performance required by SELECT. However, from a preliminary analysis,
it appeared that this dierence in the TOA estimate is due to the reduced
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number of quantization bits adopted in LORELEI ADCs, that is 5 bits. This
small number of bits may cause an high signal degradation, especially when
a dynamic range is present at the ADCs parts.
Finally, the last developed debugging tool consisted of a preliminary study
of techniques for the functional improving of the real-time debugging of the
SELECT reader receiving section.
In particular, the aim of this preliminary study was the development of
techniques for the compression of the data ow coming out from LORELEI
to guarantee a proper real-time debug in presence of a reduced available
memory space.
This preliminary study led to the development of two compression tech-
niques, lossless and lossy, both applicable to the considered system.
The two proposed compression techniques showed a good data compres-
sion, but they could not be adopted for the real-time debugging due to the
still not enough memory space. However, a possible compromise could be
the application of both compression techniques at the same time.
The development of such software tools allowed a complete and reliable
debugging of the baseband receiving section of a SELECT reader. However,
the tests were conducted in ideal conditions, as the FPGA rmware and the
real hardware requires time for their set-up, and at this moment they are
still at a beginning phase. For what concerns this work, the tools developed
can be simply adopted to fully test, the FPGA rmware also considering real
working conditions, requiring a minimum eort.
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